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FOR RELEASE WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11

Albert Q. Maisel, author of numerous books and articles, will teach article writing at the 10th annual Montana State University Writers' Conference during the week of July 21 - 26, H. V. Larom, the Conference director, announced.

Maisel is the author of "They All Chose America", a collection of articles published in The Reader's Digest concerning the history of minority groups in America. A correspondent in both the South Pacific and European theatres during World War II, Maisel specialized in writing about combat medicine, Larom said. Maisel is also the author of "Miracles of Military Medicine", "Africa, Facts and Forecasts" and "The Wounded Get Back" as well as more than 350 articles in The Reader's Digest, Life, Look, Ladies Home Journal, McCall's, Cosmopolitan, Colliers, Redbook, and Woman's Home Companion.

"He writes many of his articles on the social aspects of Medicine," Larom said, "with frequent excursions into other fields. Mr. Gorham Munson of The Saturday Review, himself a conference director, told us that he is not only a top article writer but a very fine teacher as well."

Maisel is the winner of several awards including the Lasker Medical Journalism award in 1951, the Adolph Meyer award in 1952, and the George Westinghouse Science Writing Award in 1953.

Maisel is one of seven nationally known writers on the MSU conference staff who will lecture, serve on panel discussions and hold private manuscript conferences during the week of July 21.

Saturday, July 26 will be Montana Writers' Day and will be given over to discussions concerning Northwest writing. On Saturday evening the 10th anniversary dinner will be held in the MSU Lodge, and will honor writers
who have supported the conference over the years. Those interested in the Conference or in Montana Day, are urged to contact H. V. Larom at the University for a brochure and application blank.